Lunch lecture*

Speed Dating:
Scholarly Communication
Meets Digital Archiving
The area of digital scholarly communication has been studied
extensively over the last decade and continues to be the focus
of numerous international research projects at scale. This
helps to improve our understanding of, for example, relationships between scientific disciplines based on the analysis of
co-authorship, shared references, and usage data.
Digital preservation efforts such as Europeana or the Digital
Public Library of America (DPLA) have been initiated to preserve our cultural heritage. It is (mostly) understood that we need
sustainable, scalable, and business-oriented preservation
models for the vast amount of digital content we create today.
In this talk I will touch upon the nexus of these two areas. As
digital scholarship is no longer just a single PDF document but
is rather becoming a complex object with references to websites, datasets and software, we are in need of enhanced preservation approaches. I will provide examples to motivate this
need and demonstrate pro-active solutions available today to
the conscious scholar. And yes, I will talk about time travel!
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